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Norway, Committed to humanity – locally and globally https://www.vid.no/en/ 

October 2021 Call for contributions: 

 Theatre, Disability, and Citizenship:  - Perspectives from the Global South and North  

This is an invitation to take part in an edited collection of essay/articles for contribution in a planned 
anthology /book proposal. See editors at the end of the invitation. 

Community developments address the wellbeing of all the members through breaking down barriers 
for inclusion. Art-practice in the community is a way of activating partnership and participation. Art 
may be a tool to deconstruct oppressive cultural discourses and reinterpret peoples experience from 
alternative perspectives. Inequality is still a characteristic in communities both in global south and 
north. When bringing struggles of those who are marginalized into a public forum through art, - which 
also may be a sort of critical/radical social/community work, - it’s possible to create places for visibility 
and dialogue. Through artistic citizenship practices the space and possibilities of being a citizen 
develops.   

This book project invites you, people with disabilities, artists, art- practitioners who work with inclusive 
art, scholars, students, human right activists, NGO’s and advocacy groups to write about your 
experiences with reducing barriers in the field of theatre in communities. We also invite people to 
present the work of inclusive theatre/arts networks and organisations locally and globally which 
connect people.  We also invite stakeholders, donors and other civic bodies presenting good practices 
and success stories. 

We approach theatre broadly, including all versions of applied theatre and performance generally. We 
understand disability broadly – as an experience all of us will meet or meets; physically, cognitive, 
mental, psychosocial -and may need to be addressed also as human rights struggle (CRPD The 
convention on the Rights for persons with disabilities). 

While acknowledging and contextualizing complexities associated with agency in relationship to 
disabled participants in theatre making, spectatorship and management, we also invite contributors 
to also consider how theatre and performance spaces may provide and have provided disabled 
people opportunities for embodied disruptive citizenship. Such embodied disruptive citizenship may 
be implicated in challenging injustices, marginalization and exclusions within and beyond theatre 
spaces in Africa, Europe and beyond. 

 This project aims to make visible theatre practices by people with disabilities in order to broaden our 
understanding of inclusive citizenship practices in the communities. The main frame will be arts-based 
community development - how to make more inclusive communities?  We want to present examples 
and strategies – artistical, practical, social, economically, political, theoretical which reduce barriers of 
participation.  Which models and theories may inclusive theatre present which provides for inclusive 
citizenship practices both in in Africa, Europe and beyond? This is about cultural citizenship and making 
connections. Both for reason of democracy and freedom of expression (civil rights) and more specific 
about theatre strategies, dramaturgy, performances and other topics. 
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We want this anthology to be both a textbook and an academic book– which will provide students and 
academics with an overview of the field and examples of approaches to address injustice through 
inclusive art. We want the book to be a resource for students (BA, MA. Phd) in e.g. art, media, social 
work, civic studies, community development studies, sociology, anthropology, social geography, 
humanities, public health etc.  

 We also want the inclusive art practices described in this anthology to be an inspiration for audience 
not familiar with theatre approaches for community development; practitioners, civic bodies, donors, 
policy makers and other stakeholders who will join in changing mindset. In this way we will be able to 
modify and innovate practice for inclusive communities and broadening democratic practices with 
inclusive art as a vehicle. 

 Topics or themes includes, but are not limited to the following:  

1. Disability Discourse and the arts-based community development approach 
2. Ethics and Morality in Disability Theatre  
3.  Body Politics in Disability Theatre 
4. Disability and citizenship in performance 
5. Disability and the inclusive arts approach 
6. Disability, representation, and identity in performance 
7. Voice and Agency in Disability Theatre. 
8. Narratives of resistance in Disability Theatre. Addressing both grand politics and everyday 

politics related to barriers of disability, gender etc. Liberating strategies vs oppression 
9. Participation and empowerment in disability Theatre.  How are spaces created for 

emancipating practices which not stigmatize? 
10. Verbatim Performance and voices of people living with disability. Real life experiences with 

performance, a space of voicing and the issues connected to fictionalization. How voices 
address societal structural oppression 

11. Online Activism and Advocacy for disability rights 
12. An overview of networks and associations in inclusive art to enable cooperation, -co-creation 
13. Stakeholders’ experiences with inclusive art in community-development 
14. How environmental and architectural structures affects living different-abled 
15. How does language enable or disable? 

We are happy to receive abstracts (300 -500 words) which indicate your topic/ approach to inclusive 
theatre art and: context (e.g., social, geographically, within CRPD), aims, strategies, community 
development perspective, success and challenges in reducing barriers of disability performance or 
other themes. Please also submit a short biography (50- 100 words).  

We are happy to receive abstracts by 1 December 2021 via email to the editors: 

Vibeke Glørstad, Associate professor, VID specialized University Norway, email: 
Vibeke.glorstad@vid.no 

Kelvin Chikonzo, Dr. Senior Lecturer University of Zimbabwe, email:  kchikonzo@gmail.com 

Nehemiah Chivandikwa, Dr. Associate Professor University of Zimbabwe, email: 
nehemiachivandikwa@yahoo.com  
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